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Beta-Pictoris b: NaCo data (2013) using the AGPM vector vortex coronagraph  [3}, [4]
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ANDROMEDA: An ADI-based method using the inverse problem approach [1], [2]
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HYPOTHESIS

2- Angular differential Imaging (ADI):

3- Model for inverse problem solving:

4- Maximum likelihood:
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Ingredients:
- Coronagraphic or saturated images
- Pupil tracking mode (ADI-mode)
-Optionnally Dual Band Imaging mode (DBI-mode)
-1 PSF (unsaturated or off-axis exposure)

p
1- Optionnal Spectral Differential Imaging (SDI):
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1.2: Optimized subtraction to reduce the speckle noise

1.1: Rescaling in wavelength one of the cube along to the other
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For any annulus of a chosen width
from every exposure

3.2: Model of the planet signature p

3.1: Model for the pseudo-data Δ(r,k)

k

Under the hypothesis, the likelihood writes:

Flux estimation → « Flux map »: Gives the flux of a companion if it has this pixel position 

Position estimation → « Detection map »: Gives the probability of a companion to be on 
 this pixel position = probability map / SNR map

Thresholded
to 5σ

By maximizing its logarithm:

Planet signature with
high-pass filtering of 

the input images.

Data cube

 p =

Enables automatic detection!

Beta-Pictoris b: perfect test-case for the method
-Well characterized point source, 
-At short angular separation,
-AGPM provides the best inner angle for its time,
-Can investigate for closer companions. 

1- The data set: 

Companion!

1.1: VLT/NaCo-AGPM data
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NAOS+CONICANAOS+CONICA AGPM coronagraph [3] AGPM coronagraph [3] 

1.2: Beta-Pictoris observation

2- ANDROMEDA vs sPCA:

Raw image of 
Beta-Pictoris Astrometry errors

Photometry errors

SNR map 
from ANDROMEDA

SNR map 
thresholded to 5σ

Image PSF substracted
with the sPCA method

SNR = 11σ
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*the image cube is cleaned of its bad SR images

We were expecting a 
comparable detection limit curve :
-It is needed to define a correct metric to properly 
compare the abilities of both method. 
-ANDROMEDA's detection limit can be used as a reference 
to check wether detection limit curve are built correctly 
with other algorithms such as LOCI or PCA.

Conclusion
-ANDROMEDA's principle (using inverse problem) is very different to the other 
widely used algorithms such as LOCI or PCA; It is thus complementary to these methods;
-Thresholding the probability map by a constant gives the confidence level of the detection;
-It also enables to perform an automatic detection along with an efficient artefacts rejection;
-Direct flux retrieval from the flux map which is a brand new feature in exoplanet imaging;
-Speed & accuracy of the results due to the realistic model of noise taken into account.

Simple but deterministic PSF subtraction providing pseudo-data 

If there is a companion, we know exactly what it looks like !
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